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It just keeps getting better and better

Press Release

JUMPING INTERNATIONAL DE BORDEAUX
World Cup since 1978

The European league got underway in Oslo in mid-

October. The competition consists of 13 legs, with the

final to be held this year in Omaha, Nebraska, USA.

Strategically, Bordeaux has been a permanent fixture

for the best European riders since 1978. Many other

events will be taking place alongside this highlight of

the Jumping International de Bordeaux. They all have

one thing in common: excellence! The event takes on a

whole new dimension this year, featuring four key areas:

high-level sport, breeding, an equestrian show and a

trade fair. It's also a day longer and will run from

Thursday 2nd to Sunday 5th February.

All these “bests" are joined this year by two newcomers: a second trade fair concentrating on

breeding, and an equestrian show that has already proved extremely successful at the Great

Stables in Chantilly where it was created.

BREEDING : the « great » sires of tomorrow

The 2017 edition of the Jumping International de Bordeaux will open this year on Thursday 2nd

February with a brand-new area dedicated to the breeding sector: the Salon des Etalons de sport

(Sport Horse Stallion trade fair). A forum that is set to become an unmissable fixture for professional

breeders. It will be focusing on the genetics of tomorrow, and in particular on young stallions and

presentations in a new arena with tiered seating in the exhibition area (free admission). Around the

arena there will be twenty stands showcasing the major French stud farms. Veteran sires will be on

show in the main arena to be admired by professionals and the public alike.

In the evening, the young stallions will have their moment in the spotlight, as they compete in two

international classes (on Thursday 2nd and Friday 3rd February) open to 7 and 8 year-old approved

stallions from all stud books. It will provide a fantastic showcase to see the great sires of tomorrow in

action, ridden by some of the best riders in the world and will help breeders make their choice for

the 2017 breeding season.

Ever since 1978, the aim of this event has been to showcase the best of the horse world. The best of

show jumping, of course, with this historic leg of the LONGINES FEI World Cup (which attracts the

best riders on the planet as well as the French Olympic champions this year). The best of eventing,

with the DEVOUCOUX Indoor Derby (in which our other French Olympic champions will be

competing). The best of carriage driving (where the best drivers in the world will be putting on a

breath-taking show with an outstanding line-up once again this year including the titleholder, the

Netherlands’ Ijsbrand Chardon). The best of the equestrian sector, with a trade fair, Jumping

L’Expo, ever popular for its friendly atmosphere and high quality offer.



METAMORPHOSES, a dream-like production appearing for the first time at the 

Jumping de Bordeaux

This “virile” event will be followed by the feminine elegance of the seven female riders from the Musée du

Cheval de Chantilly and their fifteen horses. They will be performing an exclusive show called

Métamorphoses for the first time outside the place where it was created. The show created and directed

by Sophie Bienaimé has played to full houses in the Great Stables every Sunday since April.

Métamorphoses is a combination of poetry and equestrian prowess, taking elements from Haute-Ecole,

equestrian theatre, acrobatics (audiences in Bordeaux will be able to see the former world champion

Nicolas Andreani in full artistic flow), a liberty dressage number (featuring the wonderful Sylvie Willms) and

original music composed, played and sung live by the Sarocchi quartet.

JUMPING L’EXPO, the friendly trade fair

More than just a trade fair, it's the heartbeat of Jumping L’Expo, known by all, public and professionals

alike, as a not-to-be-missed, friendly area where you can shop for all your stabling requirements! Visitors

will be able to discover the best new equipment of the season along with horse care and well-being

products, feed, transport, facilities as well as artwork and decorative objects. It's also an opportunity to rub

shoulders with and watch the greatest riders in the world in the paddock in the centre of the exhibition

area. There will be tiered seating around the arena for the first time this year, which will once again be

showcasing the many different equestrian disciplines with a packed and varied programme of

demonstrations throughout the event. Admission to Jumping L’Expo is free of charge.

SPORT, it’s always about sport

Sport is and will remain the heart and soul of FEI Show Jumping World Cup legs, the DEVOUCOUX Indoor

Derby, the LAND ROVER Show Jumping Grand Prix, the traditional Partner and the Tournée des As classes.
Sporting events of all kinds and for all levels right up to the highlight on Saturday evening, 4th February, with

the Longines FEI Show Jumping World Cup, the most exciting competition of the winter season. Bordeaux

will be the twelfth of thirteen legs in the European League, the most fiercely competitive of the seventeen

world leagues, and the one that provides the most World Cup qualifiers. A class where everyone will be

willing the French Olympic champions to shine, just like they did in 2016. Last February, Kévin Staut and

Rêveur de Hurtebise rode fantastically to win the class. The opportunity to see them again in 2017 is one of

the many reasons not to miss this year's edition.

Kevin Staut’s and Rêveur de

Hurtebise‘s great start to 2016

(with a victory in Bordeaux) was

the beginning of their journey to

the holy grail: an Olympic gold

medal in Rio.

* European jumping league 2016/2017 

1. Oslo (NOR) – Alberto Zorzi (ITA)

2. Helsinki (FIN) – Romain Duguet (SUI)

3. Lyon (FRA) – Daniel Deusser (ALL)

4. Vérone (ITA) – Abdel Saïd (EGY)

5. Stuttgart (ALL) – Christian Ahlmann (ALL)

6. Madrid (ESP) – Marcus EHNING (ALL) 

Final in Omaha (USA), from March 27th to April 2nd

4

7. La Corogne (ESP) – Carlos Lopez (COL)

8. Londres (GBR) – Scott Brash (GBR)

9. Malines (BEL) – Roger-Yves Bost (FRA)

10. Leipzig (ALL) – Grégory Wathelet (BEL)

11. Zürich (SUI) – Eduardo Alvarez Aznar (ESP)

12. Bordeaux (FRA) – 05.02.2017

13. Göteborg (SWE) – 26.02.2017 



SPORT
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WORLD CUP EVENTS

Penultimate leg of the Longines FEI World Cup and

last leg before the final of the FEI World Cup Driving,

the Jumping International de Bordeaux honors the

disciplines of equestrian sport over a weekend of

intense emotions. More than 30 years a`er being

associated with this prestigious circuit, Bordeaux is

still present, unavoidable rendez-vous in the annual

schedule.

Since 1979, the World Cup has been played out in

several leagues spread across 5 continents. Unique

indoor competition, this qualifying circuit will decide

the 40 riders who will compete during the final in

Omaha, USA, from March 27th to April 2nd 2017. The

European League is the largest, since it qualifies 18

riders; indeed, Europe boasts the majority of the

dominant nations in the sport such as Germany,

Great-Britain, and France.

The first FEI World Cup Driving was launched in 2001

and Bordeaux was already one of its stages at that

time ! The FEI World Cup Driving for Four-In-Hand

Championships are exclusively held in Europe

comprising 9 qualifiers and reserved for the 10 best

drivers in the world. These drivers may choose their

events by groups of 5, bearing in mind that any one

driver may only compete in four stages, with only his

three best scores being considered. The

competitors earn points at each of the stages and

the six best drivers in the overall ranking will be

qualified for the final which will be held in Göteborg

from February 22nd to February 26th 2017.

FEI World CupTM Driving

Winner in Las Vegas in 2015 and in Göteborg in

2016, the Swiss Steve Guerdat is the reigning title

holder. Bordeaux will be the perfect opportunity to

prepare for the final of 2017.

Palmares Longines FEI World CupTM Jumping

2016. Kevin Staut & Rêveur de Hurtebise (FRA)
2015. Bertram Allen & Romanov (IRL)
2014. Marcus Ehning & Cornado NRW (GER)
2013. Hans-Dieter Dreher & Magnus Romeo (GER)
2012. Kevin Staut & Silvana*HDC (FRA)
2011. Philip Weishaupt & Catoki (GER)
2010. Marcus Ehning & Leconte 6 (GER)

Palmares FEI World CupTM Driving

2016. Ijsbrand Chardon (NED)
2015. Boyd Exell (AUS)
2014. Boyd Exell (AUS)
2013. Koos De Ronde (HOL)
2012. Boyd Exell (AUS)
2011. IJsbrand Chardon (NED)
2010. Thibault Coudry (FRA)

Longines FEI World CupTM Jumping
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Longines FEI World CupTM Jumping

THE RIDERS

40 French and foreign naLonal riders invited by
the OrganizaLonal Commimee in accordance
with the regulaLons of the World Cup and
authorized by their federation.
1 groom per rider.
3 horses per rider.

THE HORSES

Every rider is allowed only one horse per class
except for Friday’s first class (2 horses per rider).

A horse can compete only one class a day.

Showjumping Longines FEI World Cup / CSI5* -W

S1 Table A against the clock 5 000 €

S2 Table A against the clock 62 000 €

S3 Table A against the clock 25 000 €

S4 Table C 25 000 €

S5 Table A against the clock with 155 000 €
jump-off LONGINES FEI WORLD CUPTM JUMPING LEG

S6 Accumulator with joker 25 000 €

S7 Table A against the clock with 115 000 €

jump-off

Total prize money 412 000 €

LONGINES,
partner of the showjumping FEI World Cup circuit.

Longines has been based in Saint-Imier in Switzerland since 1832.

Its watchmaking experLse reflects a strong devotion to tradition,

elegance and performance. Longines has generations of

experience as the official Lmekeeper of world championships and

as a partner of international sporting federations. Over the years,

Longines has established solid, long-term relationships with the

sporting world. Renowned for the elegance of its timepieces,

Longines is a member of the Swatch Group Ltd., the world's

leading manufacturer of horological products. Using the winged

hourglass as its emblem, the brand has outlets in over 130

countries.

President of the jury: Gilles PERRIERE (FRA)
Ground Jury: Jacques BOYER (FRA)

François LYON (FRA)
Jean-Marc SCHMITT (FRA)

Foreign judge: Patrick BARTOLO (SUI)
Course designer: Uliano VEZZANI (ITA)
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FEI World CupTM Driving

THE DRIVERS

1. Koos DE RONDE (NED)

2. Edouard SIMONET (BEL)

3. Boyd EXELL (AUS)

4. Ijsbrand CHARDON (NED)

5. Georg VON STEIN (GER)

6. Benjamin AILLAUD (FRA) – Wild Card

7. Sebastien MOURIER (FRA) – Wild Card

5 drivers asked to participate to the FEI
World Cup Driving leg, and one French
driver was invited.
5 horses per driving team.

FEI WORLD CUPTM DRIVING
Compétition No D1 10 000 €
Compétition No D2 19 500 €

Total prize money 29 500 €

CAIW
Prize money: 29 500 €
President of the jury: Anne-Marie TURBE (FRA)
Ground jury: Bert JAMBON (BEL)

Jacques TAMALET (FRA) 
Patrick MICHAUD (FRA) 

Technical delegate: Patrick MICHAUD (FRA) 
Course designer: Jeroen HOUTERMAN (NED)
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DEVOUCOUX INDOOR DERBY

Initiated in 2014, and for the first time in France during the Jumping International de Bordeaux, this
indoor derby gathers the best eventing riders for a breathtaking class that set the public alight.
Again this year, this indoor cross promises great sensations, both for the spectators and the best
world riders who will once again come to participation to this unique competition during the
competion in Bordeaux.

The Jumping International de Bordeaux has promoted driving through the different classes offered
during the event, and decided in 2014 to honor another discipline of the equestrian sports,
eventing. Authentic cross-country installed among the main arena and the warm-up arena, the
DEVOUCOUX Indoor Derby is a course composed by twenty fixed and showjmping-typed
obstacles over a one kilometer ride. But be careful not to mixed up this competition with a true
eventing one. The DEVOUCOUX Indoor Derby is a version halfway between the cross and the
hunting course that came back to the grid these past few years.

This year is spécial for the French enventing riders. After a team gold medal and an individual
silver medal won by Astier Nicolas at the Olympic Games of Rio last August, the French riders are
even more celebrated everytime they compete. Bordeaux will be the opportunity to see them in
action and to support them on one of the most exciting class of the weekend.
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FACTSHEET
DEVOUCOUX INDOOR DERBY

THE RIDERS
25 French or foreign eventing riders invited
by the comitter organization.
1 horse per rider.

THE HORSES
The horses which are invited to participate to the Devoucoux Indoor Derby have to have
been already placed in CCI2* or CIC2*

THE COURSE
The course uses the main arena, the warming arena, and the circulaLon path between
both. There will be 12 fixed and solid fences and 5 showjumping-type obstacles, including:
a bank, water, an eye, some « skinnies », corners and some brush fences.
Fixed fences maximum height: 1m10. Showjumping-type obstacles maximum height: 1m30.

Prize money: 15 000 €
President of the jury: Gilles PERRIERE (FRA)
Ground jury: Jacques BOYER (FRA)

François LYON (FRA)
Jean-Marc SCHMITT (FRA)

Course designer: Pierre MICHELET (FRA)
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Session JJ - Thursday, February 2nd - Day

10h30 Coupe des Clubs

Relay race – Table A against the clock – Height: 0,95cm Club 1 / 1,10m Coach

Showjumping class per 3 riders team representing their equestrian centre (2 riders of the center and a coach), restricted to

equestrian centres of Aquitaine.

13h00 Championnat ANTARÈS des Partenaires – Team class

Table A against the clock – Height: 1,10m Amateur / 1,25m Pro

Showjumping class, team competition, Amateur level, restricted to Jumping International de Bordeaux showjumping sponsors.

16h30 Warm-up

Warm-up – Height : 1,35m

Showjumping warm-up on the main arena for the CSI5*W riders/horses and the Bordeaux Young Sires Masters.

Session JS – Thursday, February 2nd - Evening

19h45 CSIYH1* - Bordeaux Young Sires Masters N°1
Table A against the clock – Height: 1,35m
International showjumping class restricted to approved stallions aged of 7 and 8, from every studbooks.

21h00 SHOW – « Métamorphoses », the new oniric show of the Domaine de Chantilly, presented by

Casino Barrière of Bordeaux

Session VJ – Friday, February 3rd - Day

09h00 Championnat Antarès des Partenaires– Finale par équipe
Table A against the clock – Height: 1,10m Amateur / 1,25m Pro
Showjumping class, team competition, Amateur level, restricted to Jumping International de Bordeaux showjumping sponsors.

12h30 Tournée des As Poneys – Elite ponies indoor final
Trophée GRAND PRIX MAGAZINE

Table A against the clock – Height: 1,25m
Showjumping class, Elite ponies level, speed class.

13h40 CSI5*W N°1 – Prix BORDEAUX EVENTS
Table A against the clock – Height: 1,40m – 2 horses per rider
International showjumping class, 5* level, opened at 2 horses per rider.

16h35 CSIYH1* - Bordeaux Young Sires Masters
Table A against the clock – Height: 1,40m
International showjumping class restricted to approved stallions aged of 7 and 8, from every studbooks.

Session VS - Friday, February 3rd - Evening

19h30 CSI5*W n°2 – Prix FRENCH TOUR GENERALI
Table A against the clock – Height: 1,50m

International showjumping class, 5* level, preliminary to LONGINES FEI WORLD CUP™ JUMPING class.

22h30 DEVOUCOUX Indoor Derby

Table A against the clock – Indorr derby class
25 experienced even5ng riders. Solid and mobile obstacles jumping competition.
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Session SJ – Saturday, February 4th - Day

09h00 Tournée des As Poneys – Indorr final Grand Prix Excellence
Trophée GRAND PRIX MAGAZINE

Table A against the clock with jump-off – Height: 1,35m

Showjumping Grand Prix Excellence class, ponies elite level.

10h20 Championnat ANTARÈS des Partenaires – Epreuves individuelles
Table A against the clock – Height: 1,15m Amateur / 1,30m Pro

Showjumping class, team competition, Amateur level, restricted to Jumping International de Bordeaux showjumping

sponsors.

14h10 CSI5*W n°3 – Prix FOIRE INTERNATIONALE DE BORDEAUX
Table A against the clock – Height: 1,45m

Internatinal showjumping class, 5* level.

16h00 Derby Poneys
Table A against the clock – Height: 60cm

Derby class (solid and mobile obstacles), rgional young riders on ponies..

17h30 CSI5*W n°4 – Prix FRANCE INFO – FRANCE BLEU
Table C – Height: 1,45m

International showjumping class, 5* level, speed class.

Session SS - Saturday, February 4th - Evening

20h30 CSI5*W – LONGINES FEI WORLD CUP TM JUMPING LEG presented by EQUIDIA LIFE
Table A against the clock with jump-off – Height: 1,60m
International class – Showjumping FEI World Cup leg.

23h20 CAIW – FEI WORLD CUP TM DRIVING presented by EQUIDIA LIFE
International 4 horses driving class– 1st leg – Driving FEI World Cup leg.

. Session DJ - Dimanche 5 Février - Journée

09h30 CSI5*W n°6 – Prix CASINO BARRIÈRE BORDEAUX
Accumulator with joker – Height: 1,50m

International showjumping class, 5* level – Accumulator course with joker

11h20 Championnat ANTARÈS des Partenaires – Individual Finals
Accumulator with joker – Height: 1,20m Amateur / 1,35m Pro

Showjumping class, team competition, Amateur level, restricted to Jumping International de Bordeaux showjumping

sponsors.

14h00 CSI5*W n°7 – GRAND PRIX LAND ROVER
Table A against the clock woth jump-off – Height: 1,60m

International showjumping class, 5* level.

16h45 CAIW – FEI WORLD CUP TM DRIVING presented by EQUIDIA LIFE
International 4 horses driving class – 2nd round of the World Cup Driving leg.

CLASSES’ SCHEDULE
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The partner classes at the Jumping International de Bordeaux continue to grow in

2017 and become the Antarès Partners’ Championship. It is a four-day long

competition in which thirty teams will compete in the colours of the show’s sponsors.

It's a new championship format in which riders can compete for both team and

individual rankings. The way the competition is run has also changed this year, with

team classes on Thursday and Friday. The individual class on Saturday will now be a

qualifying round for the finals on Sunday, involving thirty amateur riders and ten

professional riders.

An amateur will be partnered with a professional in the same team colours in

Thursday’s and Friday’s classes. The course will be identical throughout with only the

height of the fences changing: 1.10 m for amateurs, 1.25 m for professionals.

The same principle will apply to the individual classes, although the final will be slightly

different: it will be an accumulator competition with a joker.

NEW

Philippe Rozier, Olympic champion in Rio in 2016 and patron of the Antarès

Partners’ Championship, will be personally coaching one of the teams at the

Jumping International de Bordeaux for the first time this year. The chosen

team will benefit from his advice while inspecting the course and after each

round ridden by one of the three riders in each class.
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The Jumping International de Bordeaux is known for its friendly, sociable atmosphere, thanks in

particular to its exhibition area, Jumping L’Expo. It’s a side event that is enthusiastically aoended by

both amateurs and professionals in the equestrian world. Entry is free and visitors can wander the aisles

where they’ll be able to find out all about this season’s best new equipment, take part in different

activities and events and watch the champions warming up in the paddock in the middle of the

exhibition area.

21.000 m2 square metres devoted to the horse world

Jumping L’Expo’s goal in 2017 is to develop the exhibiLon by offering different facets of

equestrian disciplines and livening up the venue with a packed programme of

entertainment and acLviLes. Jumping L’Expo remains a people-friendly show with

exhibitors’ stands and acLvity areas covering 10,000 square metres around the paddock

in Hall 1 of the ExhibiLon Centre. Horse-riding enthusiasts will be able to meet up at the

arena near the stables. This zone is newly expanded this year and will be hosting

demonstraLons all weekend. It’s surrounded by small, friendly restaurants (wine, oyster,

sushi and pasta bars), and there will always be something going on there. The exhibition is

well-known for its lively, fun and friendly atmosphere that plunges visitors into an

equestrian universe.

A wide choice of products with more than a hundred

exhibitorsJumping L’Expo’s 120 exhibitors offer a wide choice of products to delight visitors. The

boutiques in Hall 1 represent and showcase the sheer diversity of the sector, offering

equipment for horse and rider, horse care products, food, transport, faciliLes, artwork and

decoraLve objects (jewellery, leather cra` and paintings).

At the heart of the region

Jumping L’Expo is also keen to showcase traders from the newly created Aquitaine

Limousin Poitou Charentes greater region. New regional talents who epitomise the know-

how and dynamism of players in this sector like ANTARES, a specialist in innovative

saddlery, FREE JUMP SYSTEM, world leader in the stirrup market and CWD, a top of the

range saddler, providing saddles that combine modernity with cutting edge technology.

At the heart of the different disciplines

In the arena: dressage, ethology, vaulting, horse-ball, driving, mounted games, Western

riding and an Equifeel competition, not to mention the return of Pulco the competition

donkey and many others. There will be demonstrations of all these disciplines throughout

the weekend. In the exhibition hall, the public can also find information about places

where they can do all these different activities, where to find training courses, information

about jobs in the equestrian sector and riding holidays. Institutions, riding clubs, and

equestrian tourism associations will all be present to provide the public with information

and answer questions.



A family day out

All the acLviLes, disciplines and exhibitor offers at Jumping L’Expo are aimed at kids as

well as grown-ups. There is a special fun area for kids where they can enjoy horsecentred

play activities. The programme includes introductory pony-riding sessions where limle ones

can get the feel of a stirrup for the first time under the watchful eye of qualified

instructors. There will also be an array of creative, facilitator-led workshops, including

face-painLtig and drawing sessions, as well as other games involving horses where kids’

imaginations can run wild. The three-day programme goes beyond sport and becomes a

family cultural outing.

Close encounters of the VIP kind

The best international riders will be at Bordeaux, and visitors to the exhibition stand a very

good chance of bumping into the champions, particularly around the paddock.

Exchanging a few words or having their photo taken with their idol is every rider’s or horse

lover’s dream.

Free entry

Entry to Jumping L’Expo has always been free to encourage members of the public to

come and find out about the world of horses and so that horse lovers can enjoy an

international event. The organisers want to open this event to as many people as

possible. Visitors will be able to get close to the most beautiful horses in the world as they

warm up in the paddock, and then follow the sports competitions on a giant screen.

Feb 2-5

2017 JUMPING L’EXPO
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ANIMATIONS

At the heart of Jumping l’Expo, the visitors will discover and initiate to the different

facets of horse-riding thanks to the shows that will be held on the animation area. An

eclectic programming through which various disciplines will be highlighted: driving,

handisport, mounted games, equifeel... Intended for a neophyte audience or

enthusiasts, the performances will all be animated by experienced presenters.

Few numbers:

* 9 presenters * 20 horses, 6 shetland, 2 donkeys, 1 dog

* 10 disciplines * a field of 1080 m2

Program

Thursday, February 2nd

12.20 pm - 1.10 pm

15 aged stallions 

hand-held

1.30 pm - 2.45 pm

15 mounted young stallions

3 pm - 3h50 pm

10 BYSM + 2 TDA hand-held

3.50 pm - 4.30

10 performers stallions 

hand-held

-

6.30 pm - 7.15 pm

Western riding

7.30 pm - 8 pm

Free working initiation

Friday, February 3rd

12.40 pm - 1.30 pm

15 young stallions 

hand-held

1.30 pm - 2.20 pm

15 aged stallions 

hand-held

2.20 pm - 2.30 pm

3 pony stallions TDA 

hand-held

2.45 pm - 4 pm

15 mounted young stallions

4.30 pm -4.45 pm

Pulco

4.50 pm - 5.20 pm

Free working intitation

5.30 pm - 6.30 pm

Master Class

6.45 pm - 7pm

Western riding

7.35 pm - 7.50 pm

Pulco

7.55 pm - 8.25 pm

Driving

Saturday, February 4th

1.45 pm - 2.30 pm

Handisport

2.40 pm - 3.25 pm

Mounted games

3.30 pm - 4 pm

Driving

4.05 pm - 4.20 pm

Pulco

4.25 pm - 5.10 pm

Horse-Ball

5.15 pm - 5.30 pm

Equifoliz

5.30 pm - 5.45 pm

La femme chaussette

5.50 pm - 6.35 pm

Western riding

6.40 pm - 7.10 pm

Driving

7.15 pm - 7.30 pm

Pulco

7.30 pm - 8 pm

La femme chaussette

Sunday, February 5th

12.40 pm - 1.25 pm

Handisport

1.30 pm - 2.15 pm

Western riding

2.20 pm - 2.40 pm

La femme chaussette

2.45 pm - 3.30 pm

Equifeel

3.35 pm - 3.50 pm

Pulco

3.55 pm - 4.25 pm

Driving

4.30 pm - 4.45 pm

Equifoliz

4.45 pm - 5 pm

La femme chaussette



BREEDING
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NEW

A major event dedicated to breeding

The Jumping International de Bordeaux introduces breeding to the show for the first time with the first

Salon des Etalons de Sport de Bordeaux (Bordeaux Sport Horse Stallion trade fair), the first major

breeding event of the year from Thursday 2nd to Sunday 5th February 2017. With its international

outlook, the large number of breeders who attend the event and a dynamic breeding sector in South-

West France, the Jumping International de Bordeaux has decided to organise a special event for

professional breeders and stallion owners.

It will be focusing on the genetics of tomorrow, with particular emphasis on young stallions and

presentations in a new arena with tiered seating in the exhibition area (free admission). Around the

arena there will be twenty stands showcasing the major French stud farms.

Veteran sires will be on show in the main arena to be admired by professionals and the public alike.

Thirty studbook stallions, 7 and 8 year olds with prestigious pedigrees, are expected to take part in two

international show jumping classes, “The Bordeaux Young Sires Masters”. It will provide breeders with a

fantastic showcase of the great sires of tomorrow in action, ridden by some of the best riders in the

world and will help breeders make their choice for the 2017 breeding season.

THE SALON DES ETALONS DE SPORT DE BORDEAUX PROGRAMME 

 Sport stallions and ponies from all studbooks will be presented in hand or ridden in a special
arena.

 Thursday 2nd and Friday 3rd February: All the stallions will be presented in hand or ridden on the flat

or will jump over fences.

 Saturday 4th and Sunday 5th February: A selected group of stallions may be presented in hand

again.

 “The Bordeaux Young Sires Masters” classes, two international show jumping classes for 7
and 8 year old sport stallions in the competition arena.

 Thursday 2nd February: CLASS 1 Table A against the clock / 1.35 m.

 Friday 3rd February: CLASS 2 Table A against the clock / 1.40 m.

 A stallion owners’ exhibitor village at Jumping L'Expo.

 Top performing stallions currently competing in the CSI5*W.

 Tours of the stallions’ stable facilities.

Free entry, open to everyone



For this first edition of the Salon des Etalons, the Jumping International de Bordeaux will be hosting

renowned stallions as well as young stallions which are the genetics of the future.

Topping the bill among the show jumping stallions that the public and professionals will get the chance

to see are the Holsteiners Canturo, Bernardo Alvès’ mount, Quintero La Silla, ridden by Rölf-Goran

Bengtsson and the young Corrado du Moulin. The KWPN breed is also well represented with two

stallions, Romanov and Dino W, ridden by Bertram Allen as well as Rebozo La Silla, with rider Rodrigo

Pessoa, Untouchable 27*GFE ridden by Daniel Deusser and Doda de Miranda, Untouchable M, one of

the best sires to emerge from Fontainebleau in the past two years, as well as Vleut*GFE, ridden by

Edwina Tops Alexander. The BWP studbook also gets a look in with a third horse ridden by the young

Allen, Hector van d’Abdijhoeve. From the Selle Français studbook, we are delighted to welcome team

world silver medal winner Qlassic Bois Margot, the recent winner of the Grand Prix of Geneva, Quabri

de l’Isle, as well as the very promising Andain du Thalie.

In eventing, the European Team Championships bronze medal winner at Blair Castle, Thomas Carlile

will present his two Anglo Arabian stallions: the superb Upsilon, three times French champion at 4, 5

and 6 years old, world champion at 6 years old, second in the World Championships at 7 years old and

Cestuy La de l’Esques, French champion at 4 years old in 2016.

The big French stallion owners will also be present at the show, where local breeders will be able to

benefit from their expertise and reserve their preferred covering stallions for the upcoming

reproductive season at the Salon des Etalons. French breeds will of course be well represented by

semen suppliers, but European bloodlines will also have a strong presence. Among those at the trade

fair will be the famous stallion owners from Normandy including the Haras de Brullemail and the Haras

de Clarbec, Groupe France Elevage and the Haras du Bois Margot.

Feb 2-5
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PRACTICAL INFORMATIONS

JUMPING INTERNATIONAL DE BORDEAUX 

From February 2nd to 5th 2017

PLACE: Exposition Park of Bordeaux (Halls 1 & 3)

WELCOME CAPACITY:  7 200 places dont 5 700 grandstand seats

PRICE:

REDUCED RATES
Licensed rider (must have a photocopy of the current year’s license)

Groups (minimun of 10 per session)

Business (minimum of 10 per session)



OPENING HOURS
Refer to the class schedule. Access to the stage will be 30 minutes before the beginning of the session.

RESERVATIONS / INFORMATIONS
• Online www.jumping-bordeaux.com

• Telephone +339 69 39 10 33 - (Monday to Friday, 9.00am to 12.00am)

• On site Congrès with Expositions de Bordeaux (Monday to Friday, 9.00am to 12.00am and 2.00pm to

5.00pm)

HOW TO COME
• By car: A10 Paris - Bordeaux, exit Bordeaux-Lac Parc des Expositions direction Bordeaux-Lac, exit

Rocade 4, 4A et 4B

Free parking of 15,000 spots with 8,000 spots with direct access to the Exposition Park.

• By train: Station Bordeaux Saint-Jean, then cab or public transportation (tramway then bus).

• By tramway : Line C of the tramway - from St Jean train station and the Place des Quinconces, to

Parc des Expositions.

• By cab: Available in front of the Parc des ExposiLons (Gate C).

• By plane: International airport of Bordeaux-Mérignac, 15 mn away from the Parc des Expositions by

the rocade.

OTHER SERVICES
Cash machine located at the Gate 31 in Hall 1.

CATERING
On site, large choice of restaurants.

ACCOMMODATION
A complex of 1000 rooms is located close to the exhibition center.

Feb 2-5
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PRESS INFORMATION

WEBSITE – PRESS SECTION
Our website, www.jumping-bordeaux.com, provides you with all the informations on the Jumping.

Downloads of up-to-date press releases and press kits, photographs, as well as press accreditation

forms and competition results can all be downloaded here.

PRESS SERVICE
All the press team will be available to answer any of your question, the office is situated Hall 3 –

room 300. This facility will be equipped to allow the best working conditions : Wifi, programs, press

releases, classes’ results, photos… will be at your disposal.

PRESS PARKING
Located near the Press room, parking PM is reserved for the press (entrance gate M)

WEB 
Website: www.jumping-bordeaux.com

@jumpingbordeaux #jumpbdx

PRESS STAFF

Foreign and sport press
Pascal RENAULDON, Jessica RODRIGUES, Diane PROUHET

Agence R&B Presse

Tél. : +33/ 0344 620 621

Mail : worldcupbordeaux@rbpresse.com

Mobile phones on the event :

PR : 06 08 75 94 07 / JR : 06 20 41 91 99 / DP : 06 71 91 66 88

Regional press
Marie-Sol FOURNIER & Elodie CAMPELLO

Congrès et Expositions de Bordeaux

Tél. : 05 56 11 99 32/43

Mail : presse@bordeaux-expo.com

All press information and online results on www.jumping-bordeaux.com
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